FEMALE SUIT
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MEASURING GUIDE
O TAKE
Y
28 measurements for males
29 measurements for females.
It is important that take all measurements
undressed.

1 MEASURING TAPE 2 PIECES OF CORD:
One for the neck and one for the waist
Using the cord is an easy way to precisely
measure otherwise difficult areas of the
body. Have a friend help.
Please take note that all the fields are mandatory

Position the first cord around the base of the neck, as shown.
Position the second cord, at navel height, and make
sure it is horizontally aligned to the body.

Measure the largest part of the wrist

Measure the largest part of the
elbow (center)

Arm relaxed and be careful to
measure the circumference in the
center of the bicep

Keep bicep fully tence and measure
the largets part

Arms hanging down the side of the
. Measuring tape must
shoulders
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Measure from wrist bone to
the center of the elbow

shoulder and elbow to the
wrist bone.

Neck Circumference at
height

s apple

the breast

Measure the largest part of
the

the breastbone

measures 10 and 12
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measures 14 and 16

s center

the largest point of the calf s
muscle

Around ankle, position the
bone

Make sure the cord is around the
measuring tape from the cord down
o the outside of the ankle bone

Position the measuring tape at the
highest point of the groin, then
extend it down to the center inside
of ankle bone
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Bend the leg 90 degrees and extend
the measuring tape from the center of
knee to the center inside of ankle
bone

Measure the length between the two
armpits points maked in the
pictures

Make sure that cord around the
waist is still at navel height ad
horizontal. Extend the measuring
tape from the neck cord to the waist
cord being careful that the
measuring tape copies the body.
Make sure that cord around the
waist is still at navel height ad
horizontal. Extend the measuring
tape from the hollow spot at the
base of the neck to the navel (front
waist cord)
Make sure that cord around the
waist is still at navel height ad
horizontal. Measure from the navel
following down between the legs
up to the center of the rear waist
cord. IMPORTANT: There should be
no slack in the measuring tape
Measure from the hollow spot at the
base of the neck, around the crotch,
to the center of the rear neck cord.
VERY IMPORTANT: make sure the
measuring tape is flat against the
body has NO slack. Keep your legs
30cm apart.
Sit on a table and make sure that
the cord around the waist is still at
the navel hight and horizontal.
Keeping the back straight, measure
from the waist cord down to the table

In standing position measure the
circumference around the instep of
the foot and the heel

How to check you have correct measurements ?
First Check Measurements: n.19 - n.20 = n.27 (tolerance ± 1cm)
Second Check Measurements: n.23 + n24 + n25 = n.26 (tolerance ± 1cm)

